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This year the charity has continued providing its much needed service to the single 

homeless, and has made improvements to the delivery of its service by,  reaching 

out more users than ever. We have increased our stock in response to the ever 

increasing demand for emergency supported accommodation for ex- offenders, 

the elderly, rough sleepers and the refugee and immigrant communities. The new 

benefit changes still pose some difficulties for our tenants, but nevertheless the 

charity continues to accommodate and support them and help with favorable 

outcomes.   

  

 Generally we provide our excellent and much needed services  

To   young people, ex-offenders, people with drug problems, refugees, Elderly and 

others from the vulnerable sections of the community. We have continued 

increasingly working with organisations like shelter, crisis, YMCA, Salvation Army and 

other approved charities and accommodated more homeless through them.  

We also continued helping homeless families to link up and rent from the private 

sector and continued our tenants to get to employment and training opportunities. 

Easy Housing accommodated and supported 400 single homeless during the year. 

  

During 2019/20 the association has not again received any particular grants and 

entirely depended on income generated through rent revenue. 

  

We devoted a considerable time and effort in organizing workshops and surgeries 

on the welfare changes such as the universal credit as well issues such as trainings 

and employment for our tenant population and have helped 20 tenants to move on 

to a more permanent accommodation, assisted 14 tenants to take training 

opportunities and 5 people to get into employment . We are equally trying to 

acquire larger properties with more units in Birmingham which will allow us to 

accommodate more homeless singles. 

  

Our missions remain to build community with the necessary skills and qualifications 

and we have continued accessing clients to the appropriate training providers, 

employers and to permanent housing. 

  

The charity remains committed to pursue its three central themes 

 Housing with care and support 

 Community engagement and development 

 Tenants Empowerment and employment 

   
 Abdi Gure  

Trustee  
 






















































